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Let us consider Hill&apos;s équation
Nds. Staats-
u. Universitâtsbibliothek
.: 4. Feb. 1990
Lesesaal
(x in R)
y(x + 2)=y(x) in R)
(1)
(2)
where q is a potential in L2[0, 1], periodically extended to ail of R. It is well
known that those À&apos;s for which (l)-(2) admits a non zéro solution, form a non
decreasing séquence of real numbers Xk Xk(q) (A: &gt;0), written with multiplici-
ties. (Afc^o is called the periodic spectrum of q. Observe that, for convenience,
the period in (2) has been chosen equal to 2 rather than 1 in order to include the
so called antiperiodic eigenvalues as well. For q in L2[0, 1], the isospectral set
Iso (q) is defined to be the set of ail potentials p in L2[0, 1] such that
^k(p) hk(q) (^ 0) and G(q) dénotes the set of ail potentials p in L2[0, 1] with
the same gaps as q, i.e. K(p) h(q) and A2*(p)-Â2Jk_1(p) À2*(0)-
tvt-xiq) (* s* 1). Then Iso (q) c G(q).
This paper présents an elementary proof of a resuit due to J. Garnett and E.
Trubowitz [GT1] which says that the converse inclusion G(q) c Iso (q) also holds:
THEOREM (Garnett, Trubowitz). For ail q in L2[0, 1], Iso (q) G(q).
In [GT1], this theorem is proved by applying harmonie measure arguments to
the identification, due to Marcenko and Ostrovskii [MO], of band configurations
with certain slit quarter planes. In this paper it is shown that the theorem is a
direct conséquence of the spectral theory for even potentials q in L2[0, 1] (i.e.
q(x) g(l
-
Jt)), as it is presented in the beautiful paper [GT2], using analysis in
Hilbert space.
2 TH RAPPELER
2. Proof of theorem
First observe that due to the fact that kk(q + c) kk(q) + c (k &gt; 0; c real) it
suffices to prove the theorem for potentials q in V where V is given by
V:={qeL2[0,l]:ko(q) 0}:
Let q be a fixed élément in V. Clearly, for/? in G(q)f Iso (p)^G(q) and thus
G(#) U Iso (p) where the union extends over ail p in G(q).
Dénote by \in jMn(p) (n ^ 1) and vn vn(/?) (n ^0) the Dirichlet and Neu-
man spectrum of p in L2[0, 1], that is the spectrum of (1) for the boundary
conditions y(0) 0, )&gt;(l) 0 and /(0) 0, y&apos;(l) 0 respectively. It is well
known (cf. e.g. [MW]) that vo^Ao and A^.^ju,,, vn &lt; A2n (rc &gt; 1). By the
lemma below one can find for a given p in V an élément pmax in Iso (p)DE with
the properties that ^n(pmax) k2n{p) {n ^ 1), vo(pmax) A0(p) and vn(pmax)
^2n-i{p){n&gt; 1) where £ dénotes the subspace of L2[0, 1] of ail even potentials p
(Le. p(x) /?(1
-




A2n-i(^)- F^ P in L2[0, 1], define o{p) to be the séquence (f*n(p)
-
vn(p))n^i-
From the asymptotics (cf. e.g. [PT]) jun(p), vn(p) n2jz2 + jlop(x)dx -f any bn,
where E (û« + &amp;«) &lt; °°, one concludes that o(p) is an élément in l2. In [GT2] it is
proved that the restriction of a to V H E is 1-1. Therefore pm3LX gmax for ail p in
and thus Iso (p) Iso (#). This implies that G(q) Iso (q).
LEMMA. Let p be in L2[0, 1]. Then there exists a potential pmax in Iso {p),
such that
(1) Mn(pmax) A2n(p)(n^l)
(2) vo(pmax) A0(p) and vn(pmax) A^.^/?) {n &gt; 1)
(3) Pmax is even, i.e. an élément in E.
Proof. For p in L2[0, 1] with only a finite number of simple periodic
eigenvalues, the existence of pmax with property (1) together with ||pmax|k2
||p||L2 is a direct conséquence of results presented in [M, M]. By standard
arguments one proves (2) and (3). To be more précise, dénote by yx(x, A) and
y2(x, A) the fondamental solutions of (1), i.e. the solutions y(x, A) of (1) with the
initial conditions y(0, A) l, y&apos;(0, A) 0 and y(0, A) 0, y&apos;(0, A) l respe¬
ctively. For A2«(/7max) iUn(pmax), y2(x, jun) is the corresponding eigenfunction
and thus y2(2, jUn) 1. By investigating the Floquet matrix
1 ; \y[(l
one concludes that ly^x f*n)\ 1- Combining Corollary 2.2 and Lemma 3.4 in
[PT], it follows that pmax is even. Using this fact together with reflection one now
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vérifies that vn(pmax) is a periodic eigenvalue of pmax(n&gt;0). From vo&lt;Ao and
*&gt;2n-i^ï*&gt;n&gt; vn&lt;A2n(n&gt;l) it then follows that vo(pmax) A0(pmax) and
Vrt(pmax) A^-lCPmax) (&quot; ^ !)
Towards the gênerai case, choose a séquence (pn)n&gt;i of potentials in L2[0, 1]
such that p limace/?,, in the norm topology of L2[0, 1] and such that, for n &gt; 1,
pn has only a finite number of periodic eigenvalues. (Cf. [CK] for an elementary
proof concerning the existence of such a séquence). This implies that
lim^oo A*(pn) kk(p)(k&gt;0) as the eigenvalues dépend continuously on the
potential. Dénote by qn the potential (pn)max in Iso (pn). Then A2*(/?n) iik(qn)
(k&gt;l), K(Pn) yo(qn) and A2*_1(pn) v2k_1(qn) (k &gt; 1). Moreover
IIPnlk2[o,i]= II?» 11^0,1]. Thus {qn)n&gt;x is a séquence, bounded in L2[0, 1]; without
loss of any generality we may assume that (qn)n&gt;\ converges weakly to a potential
q in L2[0, 1]. As £ is a closed subspace of L2, q must be an élément of E. Now
use that ail eigenvalues Xk {k &gt; 0), v* (fc &gt; 0) and \ik (k &gt; 1) dépend continuously
on the potential with respect to the weak topology of L2[0, 1] to conclude that
Xk(q) limn^aokk(qn) \imn^(xikk(pn) kk(p)(k&gt;0) as well as nk(q) k2k(p)
(k &gt; 1), vo(q) Ao(p) and vk(q) X2k-X{p) (k &gt; 1). Thus/?max := q has the desired
properties.
REMARK. The proof of the lemma shows that for a given q in L2[0, 1] one
has ||jpIIl2= Iklk2 f°r a^ potentials p in Iso(^). For q in C°°(R/Z) this is a
conséquence of results in [MT].
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